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Electromagnetic wave propagation in a one-dimensional magnetic photonic crystal (MPC) made of
bigyrotropic magnetic yttrium–iron garnet and nonmagnetic gadolinium–gallium garnet is
theoretically investigated using the 434 transfer matrix method. Band gaps in the electromagnetic
spectrum are numerically obtained and appear to depend on the helicity and direction of light
propagation through the MPC. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1825060]
During the last 15 years, photonic band gap (PBG) ma-
terials, or photonic crystals (PCs), have been the objects of
intense theoretical and experimental investigation because of
promising applications in optoelectronics and
telecommunication.1–3 These PCs are artificially fabricated
structures with one-, two-, or three-dimensional periodic or-
der, with structural periods that are comparable to the wave-
length of the incident electromagnetic wave (EMW).1–3 The
main attraction of PCs is the existence of forbidden regimes
or band gaps in their transmittance spectra.
Quite recently, magnetic materials have been incorpo-
rated in PCs, which has led to the recognition of new pecu-
liarities of EMW propagation in PCs, e.g., nonreciprocity
and unidirectionality,4,5 that can be tuned by the application
of a magnetic field. In magnetic photonic crystals (MPCs),5
forbidden regimes can exist in both the optical and the mi-
crowave portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The
PBGs can be found by solving dispersion equations that take
into account the periodicity of the permittivity tensor e j, and
the permeability tensor m j,.
Optical and magneto-optical effects (MO) in MPCs con-
structed from yttrium–iron garnet YIG sY3Fe5O12) have been
theoretically investigated by several groups,6–8 taking into
account the magnetization-induced off-diagonal components
of the permittivity tensor. Impurity-doped YIG crystals and
films, which are transparent in the near-infrared (NIR) re-
gime, are widely used in modern magneto-optics.9 For ex-
ample, recently a miniature tunable broadband magneto-
optical modulator based on a Bi-substituted YIG film was
presented as the basis of new high-speed magneto-photonic
devices.10 Also, enhanced Faraday rotation in an all-garnet
MPC based on Bi3Fe5O12/Y3Fe5O12 multilayers was
reported.11 A remarkable property of YIG is its bigyrotropy,
which is characterized by the fact that in the transparency
regime its permittivity tensor and its permeability tensor
have comparable contributions to the MO response.12
Ageev et al.13 measured the Faraday rotation at l
=1150 nm in impurity-doped YIG films with composition
Y3Fe3.88Sc0.68Ga0.44O12, and showed that the off-diagonal
components of both tensors have comparable effects. So, the
correct description of wave propagation in YIG-containing
structures requires that the solution of the Maxwell equations
incorporate both the permittivity and the permeability
tensors.14,15 In this letter, we investigate PBG effects in YIG-
MPCs taking the bigyrotropy of YIG into complete account
and find that the presence of band gaps strongly depends on
the helicity and direction of the EMWs, leading to tunable,
polarization selective magneto-photonic elements.
Let us consider a one-dimensional periodic structure
composed of bigyrotropic (BG) YIG layers of thickness d1
alternating with nonmagnetic GGG sGd3Ga5O12) layers of
thickness d2. This multilayer structure, or BG MPC, is sup-
posed to be of infinite dimensions in the xy plane with the z
axis normal to the layers. The unit cell with the period D
=d1+d2 contains a YIG layer and a GGG layer. The magne-
tization vector in the YIG layers is oriented along the z axis,
as shown in Fig. 1, while we restrict ourselves to EMW
propagation in the yz plane.
In the multilayer structure, components of the permittiv-
ity and the permeability tensors of the YIG layers are iden-
tified with the superscripts1d, and those of the GGG layers
with the superscripts2d, respectively. Because YIG is bigyro-
tropic, its permittivity and permeability tensors, in general,
are determined by Eqs. (2) and (3) of Ref. 5. Thus, the per-
mittivity and permeability tensors of a BG cubic YIG layer
magnetized along the z axis have the following nonzero
components:14
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Here and in the following, Gaussian units are implicit; mz is
the z component of the unit vector m=M /Ms, where Ms is
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the saturation magnetization; es1,0d and ms1,0d, respectively,
are the nonzero components of the permittivity e j,
s1,0d
and per-
meability m j,
s1,0d tensors in the absence of magnetization or dc
magnetic field; i=˛−1; while f s1,esmdd, g11s1,esmdd and g12s1,esmdd are
nonzero components of the linear and the quadratic magneto-
optical tensors; thus, es1,0d=e
xx
s1,0d
=eyy
s1,0d
=ezz
s1,0d
, ms1,0d
=m
xx
s1,0d
=myy
s1,0d
=mzz
s1,0d
, f s1,esmdd= f
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=gzzzz
s1,esmdd
, and g12
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xxzz
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=gyyzz
s1,esmdd
.
The permittivity and the permeability tensors of GGG
are diagonal, i.e.,
e j,
s2d
= es2,0dd j,, m j,
s2d
= d j,, s3d
where d j, is the Kronecker delta.
As YIG is anisotropic, EMW propagation is best de-
scribed using 434 matrices.15 The transfer matrix (TM)
method then yields the two dispersion equations15
cossq1,2Dd =
1
4
fTrsTˆ d ± ˛2 TrsTˆ 2d − Tr2sTˆ d + 8g , s4d
where q1 and q2 are the wave numbers of the EMW in the
MPC; Tˆ is the 434 TM of the unit cell; and Trs·d indicates
the trace. For the two-layer unit cell under consideration, we
get
Tˆ = Eˆ 2Sˆ12
−1Eˆ 1Sˆ12, s5d
where the diagonal 434 matrix
Eˆ L = diagseikz
sLd+dL,e−ikz
sLd+dL,eikz
sLd−dL,e−ikz
sLd−dLd. s6d
The matrix Eˆ L describes a phase change inside the layer la-
beled L sL=1,2d,15 with kz
sLd±
as the z components of the
wave vectors inside that layer. The quantities kz
sLd± depend on
the mutual orientation of the wave vector and the magneti-
zation direction inside the particular layer, as well as on the
permittivity and permeability tensor components. In the YIG
layer of the unit cell,
skz
s1d±d2 = −
1
2F«s1d«is1d + m
s1d
mi
s1dGky2
− V2fms1d«s1d + m8s1d«8s1dg ± Ds1df2«is1dmis1dg−1,
s7d
where
sDs1dd2 = fmis1d«s1d − ms1d«is1dgky
4
− 4mis1d«is1dfms1d«8s1d
+ «s1dm8s1dgfmis1d«8s1d + «is1dm8s1dgV2ky
2
+ 4V2fmis1d«is1dg2fms1d«8s1d + «s1dm8s1dg2, s8d
V=v /c and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. In the GGG
layer of the unit cell,
skz
s2dd2 = − ky
2 + V2«s2,0d. s9d
Matrices Sˆ12 in Eq. (5) connect electric and magnetic
field amplitudes between adjacent YIG and GGG layers or
vice versa. The components of the 434 matrix Sˆ12 are com-
plex functions of the wave numbers kz
s1d±
, kz
s2d
, and ky, the
normalized frequency V, as well as of the permittivity and
the permeability tensors of both materials,15,16 subject to the
following relationships:
sSˆ12d11 = sSˆ12d22, sSˆ12d12 = sSˆ12d21,
sSˆ12d13 = − sSˆ12d24, sSˆ12d14 = − sSˆ12d23,
sSˆ12d31 = − sSˆ12d42, sSˆ12d32 = − sSˆ12d41,
sSˆ12d34 = sSˆ12d43, sSˆ12d33 = sSˆ12d44. s10d
We solved Eq. (4) for a BG YIG-GGG MPC which is
transparent in the NIR regime. At the wavelength l
=1150 nm, YIG and GGG are characterized by the following
parameters: «s1,0d=4.62, f s1,ed.0.02, g11s1,ed.0.021, g12s1,ed
.0.019, ms1,0d=1.00, f s1,md.0.0077, g11s1,md.0.0078, g12s1,md
.0.0077,13,17 and «s2,0d=3.76.18 These values were used for
the numerical solution of Eq. (4) for different directions of
propagation in the yz plane, i.e., for different values of ky.
We computed the normalized angular frequency
Vs±dD / s2pd of light versus the normalized wave number
kzD / s2pd for different directions of light propagation inside
the MPC constructed from YIG and GGG layers of equal
thicknesses sd1=d2=1 mmd. Figures 2 and 3 show the com-
puted results for two cases: ky =0 and ky =p /D correspond-
ing to u=0 and u<p /6, respectively. The three lowest PBGs
are clearly evident in these figures. In Fig. 2 the PBGs at
ky =0 for the left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) polar-
ized waves look similar; whereas for ky =p /D in Fig. 3, the
FIG. 1. Schematic of a MPC containing many periods of thickness D. The
direction of the magnetization vector M in the YIG layers is shown by
arrows, while the EMW propagation occurs in the yz plane, with u as the
angle of incidence.
FIG. 2. Normal angular frequencies Vs±dD / s2pd of light vs the normalized
wave number kzD / s2pd of the eigenwave inside the MPC for propagation in
the yz plane with tangential normalized wave number kyD / s2pd=0 su=0d.
Upper (a) and lower (b) panels correspond to LH and RH polarized modes,
as shown on the inserts. The lowest PBGs are labeled by the numbers 1, 2,
and 3.
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PBGs with the same labels are clearly different. This means
that for oblique incidence this structure displays a strong
selectivity between LH and RH polarized light. For example,
for LH circular polarized light, the first gap appears around
VD /2p.0.33, corresponding to a wavelength l.0.7 mm,
whereas for RH circular polarization there is practically no
gap. Experimentally this should be easy to verify.
The dependencies of the normalized PBG bandwidths
DVs±dD /2p with respect to the normalized wave number
kyD /2p are presented in Fig. 4. The absolute values of the
three lowest PBG bandwidths for the LH and RH polarized
EMWs are summarized in Table I. It should be mentioned
that all PBGs shift upward with increasing ky.
Clearly, Figs. 2–4 demonstrate an asymmetry between
PBGs for LH and RH polarized eigenwaves in the chosen
BG MPC. This asymmetry can be traced to the off-diagonal
elements in the permittivity and the permeability tensors of
YIG. Another contribution of these off-diagonal elements is
the orientational dependence of the bandwidths of PBGs. On
applying an external magnetic field it is possible to change
the magnetization orientation in comparison with that in Fig.
1. This leads to modifications of the PBG structure, and as a
result, it would be possible to tune the optical properties of
MPCs with a dc magnetic field. This magnetization depen-
dence may be used to design polarization selective tunable
MO filters.
The aforementioned features of the EMW spectra can be
validated by measurements of stop bands in the transmission
and reflection spectra of BG MPCs, similar to calculations of
transmission and reflection in BG multilayers.19,20
In conclusion, the demonstrated differences in the be-
havior of PBGs for LH and RH polarized EMWs may play
an important role for the design of magneto-photonic devices
and circuits.
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TABLE I. PBG bandwidths DVs±d for LH and RH polarized eigenwaves
when kyD /2p=0; 0.5. All the data for DVn
s±dsn=1,2 ,3d are given in
1014 Hz.
DV1
s−d DV1
s+d DV2
s−d DV2
s+d DV3
s−d DV3
s+d
kyD /2p=0 1.220 1.058 0.063 0.386 1.337 0.852
kyD /2p=0.5 1.611 0.017 0.076 0.423 1.296 0.759
FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, except for kyD / s2pd=0.5 (corresponding to an
angle of incidence of about p /6).
FIG. 4. Dependencies of the normalized PBG bandwidths DVs±dD / s2pd on
the direction of light propagation. Upper (a) and lower (b) panels correspond
to LH and RH polarized eigenwaves shown in the inserts. The bandwidths
of different PBGs are labeled as 1, 2, and 3, in accordance with PBGs
labeled in Figs. 2 and 3.
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